High-efficiency Disposable Masks
Class I (Not Sterile)
Product Details

Adjustable Comfort Nose Fitting
Shapes to seal the gaps and prevent passage of droplets

3-layer Folded Styling
180 degree breathing space

3mm Wide Elastic Band
Increases comfort around the ear

Color: Blue

Size: 17.5 x 9.5 cm

Material: Non-Woven Fabric
Melt-blown cloth BF>=95%

Sterilization: Complies with en14683 standard
Filter Layers

Optimal protection level

Safety assured
Features

Elastic bands for easy on and off
Skin-friendly material provides comfort and protection

High grade BFE99 Melt-blown cloth
3 layers of filter protection

Ultrasound fused bands that guarantee strength
3-layer folded style
Ensures easy breathing
Please wear correctly to improve protection

1. Cover mouth and nose and secure the elastic bands around ears

2. Adjust base on the nose shape to prevent air gaps

3. Adjust to cover nose and mouth below the chin

Tips:
1. Use within the 2-year expiration date
2. Please dispose after one-time use
3. Do not use if packaging is broken
4. Use with caution if allergic to Non-Woven Fabric
5. Read instruction before use

Storage conditions:
Store indoor with humidity under 80% with no corrosive gas and good ventilation. Avoid high temperatures
Package details

Case Pack

Material: 250g cardboard paper
Packaging: 50 pc / box

Carton

Material: BC 5-layer cardboard
Dimensions: 53X41x41 cm
20.8” x 16.2” x 16.2”
Packaging: 40 cases / carton
Total Units: 2,000 masks
Cubic M Per Carton: 0.087
Dimensional Weight in KG: 14.85

FDA Owner/Operator Number: 10067575
FDA Owner/Operator Number: 10067575

https://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfRL/rl.cfm
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